
  
 

 

Between Seeing and Weeping: Greg Creek’s Utopian Allegories
 

 
The 1996 Jury for Calumny was Greg Creek’s most ambitious picture to that point: his allegorical purpose was clear. This large and luminous
painting is set in an art gallery with two pictures hanging on the wall. They provoke strong reactions and postures in figures positioned in
strange attitudes, as if in some sort of weird circus. An elephant costume lies on the floor; a donkey deposits turds on the floor. Three figures
raise walking sticks; one is armed with a spade to work on the donkey’s offerings. A gowned female wears a mask on the back of her head. In
the centre is a stooped man in a gabardine raincoat, holding the hand of a young boy. Words faintly lettered – Innocence, Truth Deception…-
and the eccentricity of figures and poses, suggest an allegory is at work.

 
 
There are risks with allegories. They might appear sententious; meaning might be too obvious, or obscure. Yet postmodernist commentary
gives allegory quite some relevance to current concerns, and relishes the melancholy of the past that attends it. 1  Practices of citation and
appropriation have been construed as allegorical procedures, and central to recent art which admits tarnished origins and multitudinous signs,
with the expectation of encoding. Citing earlier works, trafficking between sources from popular culture, photography, and the open field of
earlier art: these are well-recognised practices.

 
 
Jury for Calumny reaches back into the history of European art, and the public worlds of the Antipodes. From the art world, the
representatives are Patrick McCaughey and Juliana Engberg, both noted advocates of ‘new’ art over some decades. The robed female wears
the mask of Sir Garfield Barwick, one time Attorney General for Prime Minister Menzies, and then Chief Justice of the High Court until his
death. This judicial figure is named Deceit. Calumny in the raincoat wears the mask of John Howard. The child in the shorts is, as yet,
Innocence, though he holds the hand of Calumny (who is more interested in the voting papers on the ground than the paintings). Kerry
Packer, media mogul, wears his uncomplimentary badge, a goanna, on his head like a medieval emblem. 2  Truth is lettered there, but
appears to be but a shadow. The reception of art in public display (we can conclude) is impossible without the taint of the media, the judiciary,
politicians, and the art gallery. A figure kneeling before the wall, making marks, or erasing them, is Penitence, oblivious to the masquerade
behind.

 
 
The jury’s object is to assess Max Meldrum, realist painter in Melbourne from the 1920s. 3 Maligned by critics such as Adrian Lawlor, Meldrum
exemplified the schism between moderns and conservatives in Australian Art, particularly in the 1920s and 1930s, and despite some
recuperative measures, still does so. He was a legendary teacher. The central painting, Meldrum’s Chinoiserie painted in 1928, in the National
Gallery of Victoria - is something of a touchstone for Creek’s work.  In a visual pun, the child Innocence wears shorts that match the blue and
yellow of the painting. Meldrum is hanging in order to retest the zeal of the avant-garde. 

 
 
The Creek project is the recuperation of local realism, through emulation and investigation, so that the means of quotation and copying are
explicit (for he works in a post conceptualist age). He draws knowingly on a long tradition of representation and visual meaning put into crisis.
Since Apelles, it has been known that painting is always deception. The ancient Greek painter was celebrated for his naturalistic skill as an
artist, and the grace of his facility. One of his most celebrated works (lost, but known through literary description) was a Calumny that became
a foundational allegory in visual art. 4   It was a parade of destructive inclinations: of Envy, Intrigue, Deception shown as figures filing in front
of Calumny, who is Malicious Representation. She is followed by Repentance and Truth dragging behind her a man with ass’s ears (alert to
false rumours), who is  followed by Ignorance and Superstition.

 
 
A celebrated Mantegna drawing recreating Apelles’ lost work was the main source for Greg Creek’s Jury for Calumny. The artist is well aware
of Mantegna’s excellence within the Renaissance tradition of historia, presenting narrative through the medium of the expressive human body.
5   Creek adds an overlay that gives the venue over to a more recent arena of specifically artistic judgement: the nineteenth century Paris
salon. His setting is adapted from a work by Henri Gervex in the Musée d’Orsay in Paris: the Jury for Painting (i.e. for the biannual salon)
painted in 1899. 6  The Jury for Calumny refers to the procedure whereby unconventional painters (such as Manet, famously vanquished to
the Salon de Refu sés) could be excluded by raising the then fashionable accessory, the walking stick.

 
 
In Creek’s Jury, besuited gentlemen cluster around two painting that will be voted in or out, while scribes record the process, (paper work
incidental to the art work has its bureaucratic role). Creek adapts the gallery room to evoke the arched opening of the National Gallery of
Victoria. He floods the scene with pastel light, painting it in the hues and bands of the painting that hangs to the left in Chinoiserie. This work is
one of Meldrum’s diagrams from his instructive treatise, The Science of Appearances, showing how tonal changes influence colour. 7  It has
been given the status of a painting in its own right, as it might have emerged from, say, the Bauhaus, although for Meldrum it was a means to
the only end: depictive art. Over-indulgence in colour in Meldrum’s thinking was the way to infantilism and undue emotion. 8   Colour was
dangerous: it could only enter his paintings through exotic oriental accessories and costumes.  In most of his paintings lugubrious tones were
preferable to the light, but Creek, for all his support of Meldrum, paints on his light side. Implicitly Creek notes Meldrum’s inhibitions, his
hostility to colour, the rigidity and lack of grace in his figures. He effects the completion – or the extension, of Meldrum’s hints of modernism. 9 
 
In Jury for Calumny, the contest between the old and the newer, and the ‘truth’ in art, is updated so that current art practitioners are present:
the donkey bears the brand letters EPW, alluding to John Nixon’s Experiment Art Work project. The empty costume and mask of an elephant
deflated on the floor is the Barbar elephant painted by Stephen Bush in his The Lure of Paris paintings. John Nixon is dedicated to
abstraction, and Bush to figurative art.

 
 
The distance from appropriation as media quotation or repetition should now be evident.  In contrast to some other Australian artists sensitive
to the second hand status of sources for painting, Greg Creek is an accepting insider. He has escaped the bind of provincialism by virtual of
his affection for Australian, and particularly Melbourne painting, which he sees as his own vernacular. Unlike some Australian artists, he is not
‘in perpetual mourning’. 10 

 
 
His practice was quite firm, if still crude, with the work called Art + Text, painted and exhibited in 1993. The title alludes to the journal of that
name founded in 1981 by Paul Taylor, and makes reference to another noted proselyte of the avant-garde. A suite of ten paintings is installed
on the wall, and surrounded by a giant speech bubble that identifies the works, their sources, and their own individual texts, mostly satirical.
All are repaintings of older Australian artists, or are set up as traditional studio poses; all bear the conspicuous signature ‘Greg Creek’. The
density of references to Australian art brings into play irony, satire, affectionate revival, wit and visual pun.  The artist’s self portrait, Why do I
Keep Fucking Up? for example, is presented in traditional life studio pose, as is the painting of David Simpkin who leans on a box, taking up a
pose akin to one painted by Hugh Ramsay in his student years. 11  

 
 

TEXTS



Tom Roberts’ portrait of Madame Pfund, that upright figure who ran a school for young ladies in nineteenth century St Kilda, utters the words
‘Maria Kozic’, and thinks ‘is a bitch’.  The still life with flowering cactus and oriental jar was an art school model for the National Gallery School
painted by students Rupert Bunny and Lucy Walker in the 1880s. Creek follows the Lucy Walker version well known to him from Bendigo Art
Gallery, setting up the still life with similar props, and returning it to life. Creek’s title, Every Great Country has its Art Academy carries the date
of the foundation of the short lived Australian Academy. The project was beloved by the then Attorney General R. G. Menzies, and contributed
to the schism between traditional and ‘modern’ art, including – or excluding. Max Meldrum voted himself out in case his own art was swamped
by ‘weaker’ artists. 12 

 
 
A Max Meldrum still life with cute figurine, My Lady’s Table, is, like the Lucy Walker, admired by the artist for its painterly skill; he copies the
original painting in another exercise in the oscillation of appearances, between the real and the image of the real. 

 
 
The espousal of Melbourne modernism in the early 1940s is at the centre of Richard Haese’s study of the so-called ‘Rebels and Precursors’,
including of course Albert Tucker.  A. M. E. Bale, a talented realist painter, has the women in her peaceful studio catapulted by the text into
Tucker’s male world where they become night ladies, protagonists in his Images of Modern Evil. In Rebels and Precursors, Haese reproduces
Ernest Buckmaster’s The Jolly Swagman, as an example of the conservatism popular when Tucker was painting. 13  Buckmaster was  noted
for his fashionable facility and as such was targeted by Adrian Lawlor’s as one of the ‘sliver’ painters. 14  The former Victoria premier, Jeff
Kennett, borrowed The Jolly Swagman for his parliamentary offices. He liked the term ‘Boofhead’.

 
 
Sir William Dargie’s portrait of Albert Namatjira is linked in Creek’s representation with the infamous book by Lionel Lindsay, Addled Art, which
was an extreme statement against modern art and the Jewish threat that Lindsay still perceived in the mid 1940s. 15  Acquiring skill in the
western way of landscape painting, Namatjira was regarded with ambivalence as both painter and citizen in his time, ready (by implication) for
inclusion among Lindsay’s prejudices. 16  Namatjira voices his own ambivalence, compromised as he was as an Australian ‘citizen’. 

 
 
A feminist agenda underpins theArt + Text paintings. Madame Pfund’s necessarily nineteenth century reticence is ruptured by Mariz Kozic’s
provocation.  A. M. E. Bale’s serene studio is violated by mention of Albert Tucker’s Victory Girls. Bernard Hall’s passive women are counter to
the energy of Hilda Rix Nicholas’ modern woman who is louche beside the nineteenth century dignity of Madame Pfund. With regard to
women painters, Meldrum professed: ‘If I were a woman, I would certainly prefer raising a healthy family to a career in art.  Women are more
closely attached to the physical things of life.  They are not to blame.  They cannot help it…’. 17

 
 
Creek came to painting from training as a draughtsman.  He was an appreciative student of Pam Hallandal whom he describes as ‘the Kathe
Kollwitz of Australian art’; he responded to the energy, passion and humanity of her strongly expressionist drawings.  His own mastery of
expressive line was evident in his first exhibitions in which the self portrait was a frequent subject, (the self portrait still flutters in and out of his
oeuvre: self scrutiny is a pre-condition of allegory).  Portraits with closed eyes turn the outward gaze of the subject inward, and reflect by
implication on states of blindness and insight.  Fifteen paintings and drawings were shown in the exhibition Generic People, a ‘Basement’
project shown in 1993-4, predating the allegories.  Creek’s scroll format drawings unravel like a stream of graphic consciousness. His desk top
drawings remain central to his practice, continued testimony to the importance of drawing and to his personal narratives on a horizontal plane,
in contrast to the vertical grounds of public painting.

 
 
Emulation was the path to painting, through copy and variation, as it was in the traditional academy. Greg Creek turned to historical models
and tested studio poses: Hugh Ramsay’s Self Portrait in White Jacket, painted in Paris 1901/2, was the stylish model for one of Creek’s self
portraits. The historic collection of the Victorian College of the Arts where Creek did his postgraduate study was a catalyst for his ‘copying’. 18 
The nineteenth century ghosts of country art galleries, of Victorian sculptures and narrative paintings – particularly Bendigo, which he knows
well, and the legacy of students in the gallery school – hovers. 19  The traditional still life was also a means of mastery. De Heem’s Still Life
with Fruits in the National Gallery of Victoria is a model: it is a close relation of a de Heem still life that Matisse copied in his apprentice years. 
A self portrait of Creek intrudes like a phantom on a platter in the painting (the self-portrait is ruin, Derrida observed; we might add that the
self-portrait is an allegory in microcosm). Through attention to traditional procedures, Creek arrived at a personal history of Australian art
dedicated to dramatising moments of friction between conservative and avant garde practices. In his investigative project, he was not unlike
Manet working deliberately with older paintings, and indeed Creek reworked a number of Manet’s paintings in his training years.  He works
through and annotates his selected models with erudition and humour in the Art + Text project. 

 
 
Soon after that exhibition, the mastery of pose and portrait, together with the firming of allegorical intent, came together in a work of major
scale: the 1994 Burial at Bendigo, (appropriately acquired by the Bendigo Art Gallery).  It is important to remember the artist’s country origins,
and his insistence – like that of his model Courbet and The Burial at Ornans - on the country background of his family. Courbet, to the
consternation of some of his critics, used the notion of ‘real allegory’ (allégorie réele)  in his painting of his studio, in apparent contradiction of
his realist programme and its science of appearances. 20 The reality was not merely the consequence of his realist programme, but of the
relevance of his personal world, socially and culturally, and the extension of that world into politics. 

 
 
Burial at Bendigo is an enormous group portrait – or a huge school photograph - that also brings to mind Tom Robert’s record of the Opening
of the first Parliament in 1901, his ‘big picture’. With ‘real allegory’, Creek paints an ambitious group portrait across time and place, with the
springboard, the funeral of his father in law and the presence of his family. In 1992 in Paris, Creek specifically copied the three weeping
figures from the Courbet’s Burial.  In the Antipodean recasting, the striking central figure is Prime Minister R. G. Menzies, the principal political
leader during the life of the dead father – standing be-suited, but bare footed - in front of the grave. 21 A ghoulish little girl, who is based on a
photograph of Menzies’ granddaughter, drums up the idea of Europe. She is of a later generation when British ties have weakened. There is
threat in that drumming. A ghastly stuffed doll to the right has the features of the then Minister for Health, Bronwyn Bishop, stuffed into a Mabo
support t-shirt.  The doll comes from the second major source for Creek’s painting: Peter Blake’s cover of the Beetles’ album, Sergeant
Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band.  In the group portrait of the deceased, Archbishop Mannix joins company with Manning Clark, Molly
Meldrum, Adrian Lawlor, Humphrey Bear, and many others. This is an allegory of the impingement that occurs across a lifetime: an individual
is surrounded and touched in some way by politicians, popular figures, church leaders, artists, as well as family.

 
 
In 1996, Creek painted a triptych with pastoral backgrounds citing the Australia Felix of the Heidelberg Painters (and recalling McCubbin’s
1904 triptych The Pioneer). The Heidelberg landscapes have long been regarded as ‘golden’, and celebrated for giving felicitous expression to
arrival and settling in the country.  Superimposed on those landscapes are vignettes of émigrés arriving, a figure strung up in the presence of
life savers, decapitated heads on fence posts, and the crash of an FJ Holden police car buried in the land. And above, floating in the sky,
decapitated heads of children. In The Slow Homecoming Three Shots, the shots allude to Cook’s salvoes when he first landed in NSW, and to
the representation in E. Phillips Fox’s Federation commission, The Landing of Captain Cook.  The Slow Homecoming refers to the novella by
Austrian writer, Peter Handke. 22 The principal character is Sorger, whose name in German brings connotations of grief and sorrow, and
whose story tells of his long preoccupation with landscape, and his difficulties in adapting himself to a new place.  Creek’s slow homecoming,
which has its grief and sorrow, tells of the incomplete process of reconciliation with the land, and, by implication, of the displacement of its
indigenous inhabitants in the discomforting quest for Australia Felix.  

 
 
The central panel is dominated by a blackened hulk, a one-time sailing ship beached on the foreground above Arthur Streeton’s Slow Glides
the Stream, and will forever glide. The heads impaled on the fence posts: a skull, the head of Miranda from Picnic at Hanging Rock, Lindy
Chamberlain who lost her daughter to a dingo, and Martin Bryant, perpetrator of the massacre at Port Arthur. They are all caught in narratives
of violence, whether fact or fiction. The abandoned vessel, a vast black stain in the centre, is the Heart of Darkness: Creek alludes here to
Joseph Conrad’s story of penetration into Africa, when the narrator turned back in the face of warning trophies, heads on poles.  Against
Coogee Beach, (a segment of Tom Robert’s Holiday Sketch at Coogee), blue of sea and sky, in the right hand panel, the immigrants, or those
returning, are ghosts in the left corner.  Ensnared by the streamers of arrival or departure, streams that become like convict chains, is a
hanging man, being helped – or strung up – by ‘lifesaver’ Paul Keating. 

 
 
The right hand panel, based on a family photography is located ‘somewhere midway between Sydney and Melbourne’, and it grounds the
triptych in the artist’s personal history. It shares the horizon of the other panels, and looks similar, but in fact it is darker, and the panorama



 

opens under a lowering sky. The crashed car has its role in Australian road movies, (like The Cars that Ate Paris);  here it is quoted from the
opening sequences of the film Sunday Too Far Away when the shearer played by Jack Thompson falls asleep at the wheel. Now chequered in
blue and white, it is the vehicle of the law which is overturned. In the sky above the landscape and the ruin of the law is a levitating male
figure, hand covering his face, and three ghost heads. They represent the abused children of the 1990s: Karmein Chan, schoolgirl who was
abducted and murdered; Dillon Palfrey, whose mother was convicted of manslaughter; and Daniel Valerio who died at the age of two after
sustained abuse by his stepfather. The theme of the lost child has been a strong one in Australian culture, a poignant reminder of the
unrelenting countryside in the nineteenth century, and of  vulnerability and violence still at large. 23  These stories are the historie of the
Antipodes.

 
 
The appearance of two prime ministers, both concerned with Aboriginal Land Rights, Paul Keating and John Howard, is specific in the two
side panels. They frame the land. The man who hangs heavily in the sky, unconnected to the earth, covers his face in shame with one
hand,and appears to weep.  He  holds a mask of John Howard in the other. The attitude of both political figures is ambivalent, but they are
caught up in the country’s heart of darkness, as indeed are we all.  In the ground in front of the dark ship in the main panel there are faint
spirals, songlines, the marks the stories of original habitation.

 
 
Loss, ruin, and elegy: these have been construed as aspects of an allegorical process always in mourning. Allegory involves some form of
change and representation of the original subject. The contamination of golden summers, the seeming impossibility of an antipodean utopia:
ruin, elegy, lament, are indeed the tropes of The Three Shots.  Yet Creek’s practice is not limited by these expectations: increasingly he
counters one type of presentation or manner of painting with the targets of satire or exposé.  Increasingly he works with a mobile time sense,
with a fluid historical empathy that crosses and connects over decades to take in, in a single picture, disparate persons and events. So
memory of the past is reactivated and returned to its white origins in emigrant experience that has corrupted the landscape.

 
 
In 1997, soon after he worked on The Three Shots, and in recognition of the public address of his painting, he accepted a commission for a
mural for the Council Chambers in the St Kilda Town Hall to mark the amalgamation of the beach-side councils of St Kilda, South Melbourne
and Middle Park.  It is another Slow Homecoming. 

 
 
Five canvases hang high above the panelled stalls of the Chambers. A view of Port Phillip Bay, and a Moreton bay fig standing in water refers
to the Cleve Gardens in St Kilda, recognising an urban aboriginal site washed away, cleaned up and replanted.  Contemporary figures seen
from behind look across the bay in a second canvas.  In the central panel male swimmers in the sea group around a female bather – assisting
her to float – or they may have rescued her, for one rubs salt from his eyes – or he weeps.  All scenes are ambivalent, dislocated in time, but
sharing horizons and blue skies. A South Melbourne panel features the single-fronted Victorian cottages still abundant in the area, and a
levitating male figure –bare-chested - and, in the right panel, a rising apartment block and an empty dingy moored in the water in the
foreground. The ambiguity of the figures, free floating in air or sea, and the empty signs of sea and landscape are unsettling, but somehow
serene.  The lyrical quality of the painting – the fluency of figures, the way light and shade dapples across blue jeans (for example) - hold
menace at bay, give comfort, suggests hope, and  - perhaps - reconciliation.

 
 
Politically directed, more surely than before, is the suite of eight painting named Violence of Appearances which was commissioned for
exhibition in the Melbourne centenary of Federation in 2001. 24 Max Meldrum is invoked again in the title ‘Appearances’, but the ‘Science’,
that neutrality that Meldrum prized, is further subverted. 25 Semblances and appearances are violent to some degree, not neutral.

 
 
Greg Creek’s long interest in political cartooning is grounded in a noted tradition in Australia that dates back to the original Bulletin days – but
he takes its graphic thrust into the full realisation of painting.  Political figures are plucked out of their times and context and required to play
out states not unlike Calumny:  treachery, male domination, and fraught political situations are physically inflicted. The works were some time
in the painting –from 1997 to 2003 – and some have been subject to revisions. They have a ritzy snappy karaoke kind of presentation as
‘Natasha (Stott Despoya) delivers Peter (Costello)’, the one sexy in her tight paints, the other equally so, stripped of his suit and dancing in his
jocks. Against this: the interior light of Paul Keating and his then wife, Anita, private and brooding behind the public face of politics. The
Violence of Appearances strips away privacy;  public figures are exposed to art-going voyeurs. 

 
 
The first in the series is closely related to the Jury for Calumny and in particular the role of media chiefs in the formation of public opinion and
in the deformation or abuse of personalities.  The victim is the South Australian premier Don Dunstan, well known and accepted for his
homosexuality, being whipped by Kerry Packer and overseen in mock alarm by Rupert Murdoch, a mandarin dressed up in the pajamas from
Meldrum’s Chinoiserie. That the artist can paint through such bodily attacks staged on public figures is a measure of his political imagination,
moral investigation, and his sense of the cathartic value of over representation as he participates in the nightmares of public figures. The
poses are classical quotations that have been worked through into freshly observed poses. They take up attitudes that carry an expressive
history with them, and at times they shock with their erotic power, and their local realisation.  Press photography is a necessary source for the
real allegory of faces, but whether from life, photograph or traditional art history, the fusion is seamless. These tableaux, however cruel, or
pathetic (in the case of Garfield Barwick grounded in Kafka’s penal colony, or Carmen Lawrence as a rape victim, sprawled by a sewer) have
a strange beauty, in their flexibility and eloquence of pose, and in the dramas of light from one canvas to another. They are seductive, albeit on
behalf of another realm of darkness.

 
 
From the beginning, Greg Creek was engaged with portraiture and it has remained constant in his practice, not only in the ‘allegories’, but also
in portraits of his friends and family, in the traditional homage known as the amiti é. He favours the full length and frontal portrait (as in Burial in
Bendigo). Again he draws on classical poses, and traditional life class models.  Again he connects knowingly with the past – using the poses
of Ramsay’s 1904 Two Girls in White (The Sisters), the classical canephora figure adapted to a full length portrait of fellow painter Tom Albert
minus his trousers carrying, not the traditional water jar, or the sacred offering, but the laundry basket. In these less public works, the realist
method has the delicacy of watercolour in application of paint, together with fluency of pose and convincing likeness. Again, rather than just
quoting, or appropriating his models, Creek has absorbed them; he inhabits them, gives them contemporary panache; and he grants them
grace.  

 
 
The portraits are semi-public moments in the opus of an increasingly political painter. It is the large scaled and detailed works which are the
most demanding.  While they might appear cruel, and barbedly satirical, they are, at the same time, and perhaps in a subversion of recent
views of allegory, redemptive. They are unrelenting, peeling off masks and targeting public figures; and yet they are felicitous. In the pain, and
the transparency that projects individuals into conditions that they might propel but are beyond their worst imaginings, they are cathartic.  The
paintings cut loose from their part origins in photography. They find veracity in the obvious source in poses taken from life which give them a
certain formality and a sure sense of tradition. They are lyrical, even celebratory, and they challenge mourning by the act of visualisation. They
recuperate paintings from a very local Australian history and they do so with variations that indicate how deeply that tradition has been
absorbed.  Increasingly they do so with lightness of touch, in the way that the paint touches canvas, and in the veracity endowed by the
degree of attention to the human model.  By way of confrontation and with a simultaneous grace, they might well aid the slow passage of
homecoming.

 
 

 
Notes:

 
 
I thank Greg Creek for our conversations and studio visits.

 
 
The title quotation comes from Jacques Derrida, Memoirs of the Blind, the Self-Portrait and Other Ruins, trans. Pascale-Anne Brault and
Michael Naas, University of Chicago, Chicago and London, 1993, p. 128: ‘ Between seeing and weeping comes the gift of poetic and political
clairvoyance’.

 
 
1  See the literature of the early 1980s, notably Craig Owens, ‘The Allegorical Impulse: Towards a theory of postmodernism’, October, 12,
Spring 1980, pp. 67 – 30;  No. 13, Summer 1980, 59 – 80, reprinted in Art after Modernism: Rethinking representation, ed. Brian Wallis, The



New Museum of Contemporary Art, 1984, 202,-238. Benjamin Buchloh, ‘Allegorical Procedures: Appropriation and montage in contemporary
art’, Artforum, 21, September, 1982, pp. 43 – 76.

 
Both responded to the 1977 English translation of Walter Benjamin, The Origin of German Tragic Drama. Trans. John Osbourne, Verso,
London, 1977.

 
See also Joel Fineman, ‘The Structure of Allegorical Desire’, October, 12, 1980, pp. 46 – 66. reprinted October The First Decade, ed. A
Michelson, R. Krauss, D. Crimp and J. Copjec, MIT Press, Cam. Mass, 1987, pp. 373 – 392, connecting psychoanalytical practice and
allegory.

 
2  See ‘The Goanna Smear’, Gerald Stone, Compulsive Viewing, The Inside Story of Packer’s Nine Network, Penguin, Ringwood, 2000, p.
326ff. In the face of drug trafficking allegations, Packer was himself victim of calumny.

 
3   For that schism, see the lucid coverage in Christine Dixon and Dinah Dysart, Counterclaims, Presenting Australian Art 1938 -  1941, S. H.
Ervin Gallery, Sydney, 1986. 

 
Recent studies of Meldrum: Peter and John Perry, Max Meldrum and Associates, Their art, lives and influences, Castlemaine Art Gallery and
Historical Museum, Castlemaine, 1996. Mary Eagle, Australian Modern Painting Between the Wars, 1914 – 1939, Bay Books, Sydney, 1969,
Ch.2, ‘Meldrum in Melbourne’, p. 23ff.

 
Juliet Peers, More than Just Gumtrees. A personal, social and artistic history of the Melbourne Society of Women Painters and Sculptors,
Dawn Revival Press, Melbourne, 1993, p. 72ff.

 
4  See David Gast, The Calumny of Apelles: A study in the humanistic tradition, Yale University Press, New Haven, 1981.

 
5  The artist’s source was Jack Greenstein, Mantegna and Painting as Historical Narrative, University of Chicago, Chicago and London, 1992.

 
6  The artist further detailed his sources in Artemesia Gentileschi’s Susanna and the Elders, and the Roman sarcophagus, Orestes slaying
Clytemnestra and Aegisthus, in an artist’s statement for the 1996 exhibition of the Jury for Calumny and Don Dunstan and the Elders (after
Max Meldrum), Australian Centre for Contemporary Art, Melbourne, 1996.

 
7  Max Meldrum, The Science of Appearances, arranged and edited by Russell R. Foreman, The Shepherd Press, Sydney, 1950, plate 67..

 
8  E.g. Ibid. p. 118: ‘Colour sensations…have the quickest appeal to the uncultured eye while possessing the least intellectual interest among
visual factors’.  

 
9   Meldrum’s pupil, Clarice Beckett, is regarded as a painter absorbing his teaching and working through it to a ‘modernist’  (or proto-
modernist)  form of painting.

 
10   I refer to the essay by Imants Tillers, ‘In Perpetual Mourning’, Art + Text/ZG, 1984, pp. 22 – 23.

 
11   See The Heritage of Namatjira, The Watercolourists of Central Australia, edited by Jane Hardy, J. V. S. Megaw and M. Ruth Megaw,
William Heinemann, Melbourne, 1992, especially Ian Burn and Ann Stephen, ‘Namatjira’s white mask: A partial interpretation’, p. 249ff.

 
12  Peter and John Perry, Max Meldrum and Associates, p. 37.

 
13  Richard  Haese’s publication Rebels and Precursors, The revolutionary years of Australian Art, Allen Lane, Melbourne, 1981, an espousal
of emergent modernism in Melbourne.

 
14  Creek refers to Adrian Lawlor’s attack on the ‘sliver school of painters’, Arquebus, The Ruskin Press, Melbourne, 1937, passim.

 
15  Lionel Lindsay, Addled Art, Hollis and Carter, London, 1946, esp. Chapter 2, ‘The Jew in Modern Painting’, p. 20ff.

 
16  See The Heritage of Namatjira, The watercolourists of Central Australia, ed. Jane Hardy, J. V. S. Megaw and M. Ruth Megaw, William
Heinemann, Melbourne, Melbourne, 1992, especially Ian Burn and Ann Stephen, ‘Namatjira’s white mask: A partial interpretation’, p. 249ff. 

 
17  Cited on the occasion of Norah Heysen winning the 1938 Archibald Prize, Peter and John Perry, Max Meldrum and Associates, p. 39.

 
18  Merryn Gates, Re: Creation/ Re-Creation, Monash University Art Gallery, 1989, p. 12.

 
19  A photograph of casts from the Bendigo Art Gallery forms the frontispiece of the catalogue for Creek’s Desktop Drawing, Canberra
Contemporary Artspace, 1999/2000.

 
20   The artist is well aware of the discourse on allegory in recent readings of Courbet, see in particular Linda Nochlin, ‘Courbet’s Real
Allegory: Rereading the Painter’s Studio’, Sarah Faunce and Linda Nochlin,  Courbet Reconsidered, Yale University Press, London and New
Haven, 1988, pp. 17 – 42. Nochlin refers to Walter Benjamin’s Trauerspiel and his notion of allegory as melancholic. 

 
21  There is a beautiful irony in Menzies’ appearance in a French-derived painting, as he declared: ‘I never liked French art, it was always
decadent and the fall of France proved it’, quoted in Richard Haese, Rebels and Precursors, p. 114.

 
22  Peter Handke, Slow Homecoming, trans. Ralph Manheim, Collier Books, New York, 1985.

 
23  See Peter Pierce, The Country of Lost Children.  An Australian anxiety, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1999.

 
24  See Federation Festival/The Australia Projects, curated Juliana Engberg, with essay by Harriet Edquist, ‘Greg Creek, Violence of
Appearances suite, 1996 – 2001’, Melbourne Festival on behalf of the Federation Festival, Melbourne, 2001, 12 – 15.

 
25   Meldrum: ‘Brush out ruthlessly all your symbols’, The Science of Appearances,p. 90.
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